
Lock, Stock, and Fumblecocks
by  Anon

A few days ago (2023, Feb 01 @ 19:21 PST) there was Jewish Community Center theatre blank 
shooting in San Francisco. Fox News released the 67 second video clip and it looks vastly different 
when not spliced per the 6 o'clock news. The camera records the lower half of someone walking into 
the meeting then switches to the inside camera. The Fox News article states that Dmitri Mishin (51, 
gunman) said something in Russian upon entering. We can guess the audio didn't match video script so 
they circumcised it. Maybe they didn't want you to hear his broken babushka accent or cackling from 
the peanut gallery. Upon entering, Dmitri has a short dialogue, then on the 26 second mark he is clearly
seen holding a handgun. (Backup video link)

At the 27 second mark, Dmitri is attempting to cock the handgun for the first time. It takes him 
multiple cocking attempts all the way to the 37-38 second mark. In those 10-11 seconds of 
fumblecocking, only one person physically reacts to the situation. The man in the gray outfit, who was 
first getting phone help from the person sitting next to him, is seen on the phone and stands up with his 
back to the door. This hero slowly points his cellphone at the gunman before having multiple blank 
gunshots fired at the ceiling about a meter in front of his face. Our hero doesn't duck for cover until the 
second shot. If we look closely, you will realize this guy did not see the intruder armed with a gun until
the 36-37 second mark, as he had his back to the door and was talking to his fellow mensch while 
playing with his phone. Shots are first fired at 41 seconds and end at 45 seconds. A few shots to the 
right, then a few shots to the left, then the gun was pointed forward toward our hero before the weapon 
was lowered. 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/san-francisco-jewish-center-members-paralyzed-fear-man-enters-fires-gun-video
https://ufile.io/cbn1pw9s


The man sitting closest to the door and gunman does not move until the 4th or 5th round is fired over 
his head. Old people have slower reaction times but these actors seemed pretty assured that nothing 
was going to happen. Nobody took cover under the table, nobody attempted to bumrush or throw 
anything (ceramic plate or heavy glassware) at the intruder while he was fumblecocking his prop for 11
seconds. People just sat there calmly waiting for the spectacle to occur. Even the women could have 
gotten 8-12 feet from him in that time to pepper spray him, since the intruder was standing 20 feet max 
from the 10 (visible) person table. It only takes about 1.5 to 2 seconds to drop to the ground when a 
shooting occurs, which is what people with common sense do unless they are trained otherwise. 

From the beginning of
the clip, the outside
footage shows Dmitri
walking with a short left
leg stride. His left leg
stride is half that of his
right leg stride
indicating a previous
injury. Maybe ole
Dmitri got reassigned to
the 101st Ukrainian
Actor's Guild. Someone
who has never touched a
handgun in their life
could easily cock it
faster than 11 seconds.
Dmitri was not loading
the gun, just cocking it.
Which begs the
question, why not ready
the gun on the way
before entering the building? Every Hollywood film you watch nowadays has the criminal load and 
ready the gun outside (or out of sight) the targeted venue as to not foreshadow future actions. Fox 2 San
Francisco says that the meeting attendees DID NOT REPORT the shooting that night out of fear of 
retribution; that the intruder might come back with something worse. Whats worse than being harassed 
and fired on by an armed intruder? For me it’s watching the nightly news. Yahoo, MSN, Dailymail, 
and Fox News all used the term “paralyzed with fear”. We can guess these people we’re weighing their
options as to weather this botched event was worth reporting or not.

The media frequently uses phrases like "stunned to death" or "paralyzed with fear" to explain the 
comatose nature of all these people during the 67 second rampage hamcage. Calm as Hindu cows 
(mandated Pitt reference) comes to mind with these people during minute long event. 

Before Dmitri was caught, the FBI released a still image for his BOLO that had him holding his 
handgun left handed. So we are to believe that the FBI had to look for this guy, as if they did not know 
who he was. Why did he not wear a mask?  The picture is not mirrored, as the background signs are 
legible.  Dmitri is clearly seen right leg dominant per outside footage and right arm dominant from 
inside footage of the video. Maybe 101st trained him to dual wield while dual gimping, in Slavonia we 
call this the Donetsk Dougie (rest in peace Gobie). Now on to the genealogy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZglqkCRNt8
https://www.localcrimenews.com/welcome/detail/83360671/dmitri-mishin-arrest.html
https://lite.qwant.com/?q=%22paralyzed+with+fear%22+dmitri&client=ext-lite-sb&ext_set=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHK1hiYFsd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHK1hiYFsd4


Interestingly Dmitri has aliases for all 3 spells of the name, Dmitri (assumed real name) and Dimitri, 
and Demitri.  Let us assume Dmitri’s middle name is Vladimir. While we shouldn’t focus on social 
media for everything sometimes it is hard to ignore. Just take a look at the content from his Twitter. It 
is hard to tell if he is Mossad or just LARPing as a militant. The media will try to sell him as mental or 
crazy, but based on his nice oil paintings, pet parakeet, and ability to travel the world, he hardly seems 
like a cash-strapped man or an unhappy man. Some of the articles are even admitting he looks like a 
Russian Jew now.  

That location Milpitas is a big clue, since not only is that old Hearst territory, see the Milpitas Ranch, it
is also Fort Hunter Liggett.     

Let's check those names in his profile, starting with Markova. Let’s assume this is his ex-wife as they 
are the same age. Dmitri and Katharine couldn’t be brother and sister as she would bear the maiden 
surname Mishina not Mishin. Both Mishin and Mishina are found in Israel in smaller concentrations. 

More hits than a Cheech & Chong joint. She looks like an agent with all those base locations and Falls 
Church and McLean, CIA.  Katharine is related to Tsukerman (maybe Zuckerman slur) and Gurevich, 
both Jewish. 100% of the FindAGrave results of Tsukerman yield Hebrew writing or star of David on 
the tombstones.  From this obituary page we get the nitty gritty of how the Tsukerman family is made 
up. Katharine Markova emigrated with her father (Alexander) and mother (Natasha anglicized to 
Nataliya) in 1979.  So let's search on her as well:

http://web.archive.org/save/https://www.dailycal.org/2018/02/01/berkeley-resident-retired-silicon-valley-computer-programmer-alexander-tsukerman-dies-71
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/search?firstname=&middlename=&lastname=tsukerman&birthyear=&birthyearfilter=&deathyear=&deathyearfilter=&location=&locationId=&memorialid=&mcid=&linkedToName=&datefilter=&orderby=r&plot=&page=1#sr-184976922
https://forebears.io/surnames/gurevich
https://forebears.io/surnames/tsukerman
https://forebears.io/surnames/mishina
https://forebears.io/surnames/mishin
https://sfstandard.com/criminal-justice/man-accused-of-firing-blanks-at-synagogue-linked-to-nazi-imagery/
https://sfstandard.com/criminal-justice/man-accused-of-firing-blanks-at-synagogue-linked-to-nazi-imagery/
https://twitter.com/DmitriMishine


We know the first one is her, since the name Zahoor came up in the Markova listing.  From all the tech 
locations, she must be in that sector, and sure enough:

According to LinkedIn, she currently works in San Jose.  Too gorgeous to be Tech, so probably an 
actress of some kind.    



A basic search on her brings up a famous person named Kamaliya at Wikipedia, real name Nataliya 
Zahoor, nee Shmarenkova, Ukrainian actress and model who is a former Miss World.  She was 
featured on the British TV show Meet the Russians.  Ooo, Zelensky must be mad, a Ukrainian being 
called a Russian!  She is married to Pakistani billionaire and newspaper publisher Mohammad Zahoor, 
and we already saw him above in the search at InstantCheckMate.  This second Nataliya Zahoor is 45 
and blonde, so no match on our Nataliya, but they are related somehow through Muhammad Zahoor, as
you see.  The older one is marred to him and the younger one in San Jose also has him on her list.  
Regardless, this links our perp Dmitri Mishin to this billionaire Zahoor, who used to own the Kiev Post 
and has been very active funding the Ukraine War.    

Muhammad Zahoor, Nataliya Zahoor, and Ignace Meuwissen

Finally, let's hit that other name from Dmitri Mishin's list:   

Not sure why this relative of Dmitri’s and Katharine’s would go by the surnames name Gurevich, 
Gurevitz, and Guruvich.  Kinda seems shady to me.  He is only four years older than Dmitri but is also 
linked to ex-wife Katharine. So it must be some type of communal living arrangement as they cannot 
be brothers.  He is also found at LinkedIn, being a senior software engineer in San Jose again.  So this 
fake event has many Big Tech links.  I think we could go much deeper, but I am tapped out.  Unless 
Miles wants to go deeper.  But I think this one was in the can as soon as we found that link to Falls 
Church and to Mohammed Zahoor.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammad_Zahoor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamaliya


Miles: And why would anyone want to fire blanks in a synagogue?  What would that possibly achieve? 
You would be putting yourself in great danger for no reason.  All it takes is one person with real gun, 
or a passing guard or cop, and you are dead.  So my guest writer is correct that this appears to be a 
psyop gone wrong.  Possibly it was aborted or it failed at the last moment for reasons unknown to us, 
and they decided to publicize it anyway, using what they had.  Pretty pathetic.  


